MEMBERS PRESENT:
1. Dr.P.Dayananda Pai  
2. Dr.B.S.Ragini Narayan  
3. Sri.K.Jairaj, IAS (Retd)  
4. Dr.G.N. Sekhar  
5. Dr.Ravishankar Deekshit  
6. Prof.Nirmal Singh Sehra  
7. Dr.D.Thukaram  
8. Dr.K.Mallikharjuna Babu  

Invitee(s)
9. Dr.A.Sridharan  
10. Dr.Lawrence Jenkins  
11. Dr.P.Martin Jebaraj  
12. Dr.S.Nagendra  

LEAVE OF ABSENCE:
1. Sri.H.U.Talawar  
2. Sri.M.Krishnaswamy  
3. Sri.Somashekar  

The Chairman, BOG, extended a cordial welcome to all the Members & Invitees to the meeting.

Section 1. ITEMS FOR CONFIRMATION

1.1 CONFIRMATION OF THE MINUTES OF THE 60TH BOG MEETING HELD ON 2ND SEPTEMBER 2015

The minutes of the 60th meeting of the Board of Governors (BOG) held on 2nd September 2015 were confirmed.

Section 2: ACTION TAKEN REPORT

2.1 TO NOTE THE ACTION TAKEN ON THE DECISIONS/RESOLUTIONS OF THE 60TH BOG MEETING HELD ON SEPTEMBER 2, 2015

The Action Taken Report of the 60th meeting of BOG held on 2nd September, 2015 was perused and noted.
Section 3: COLLEGE REPORT

3.1 REPORT ON THE ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES OF THE COLLEGE

The Board noted the report on academic and other activities for the period from August 2015 to September 2015 presented by the Member-Secretary (report shown at Annexure-I).

Section 4: DISCIPLINARY ACTION

DISCIPLINARY ACTION ON FACULTY WHO HAVE SECURED FEEDBACK RATING BELOW THRESHOLD

The Board noted the prevailing feedback process, policy and monitoring guidelines for assessment and evaluation of the faculty performance, based with regard to poor performance rated, through student feedback. These guidelines were approved by the BOG at its 52nd meeting.

As per the guidelines, the faculty rated below the threshold (60%) through student feedback will be subjected to the following disciplinary action:

1. To issue a warning in respect of the faculty who has been rated low in three feedback processes;
2. To withhold one increment (without cumulative effect) in respect of the faculty who has been rated low in six feedbacks;
3. To withhold one increment (with cumulative effect) in respect of the faculty who has been rated low in nine feedbacks;
4. The faculty with twelve below threshold feedbacks to be provided an opportunity to opt for VRS failing which, the Management shall initiate process to compulsory retire such faculty in the academic interest of the students.

The detailed guidelines are shown at Annexure II.
4.1 STUDENT FEEDBACK: EXPLANATION SUBMITTED BY DR. POTLURI GEETHAVANI, PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS ON HER POOR PERFORMANCE RATING

The BOG examined the complete details pertaining to Dr. Potluri Geethavani (shown at Annexure III) and after deliberations resolved to initiate the following disciplinary action:

To provide an opportunity to Dr. P. Geethavani to opt for VRS failing which, initiate process to compulsorily retire her from service in the academic interest of the students by following necessary procedures. While on the subject, the Board directed the Principal to seek necessary approvals from Director of Technical Education for enforcing the decision of the BOG.

4.2 STUDENT FEEDBACK: EXPLANATION SUBMITTED BY DR. KIRTI AGARWAL, PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY ON HER POOR PERFORMANCE RATING

The Board noted the details pertaining to Dr. Kirti Agarwal and the disciplinary action enforced. The Board upheld the action taken by the Principal and approved the decision of withholding one increment (without cumulative effect).

4.3 STUDENT FEEDBACK: EXPLANATION SUBMITTED BY SMT. K. R. MAMATHA, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, DEPT. OF INFORMATION SCIENCE ON HER POOR PERFORMANCE RATING

The Board noted the details pertaining to Smt. K. R. Mamatha (shown at Annexure IV) and resolved as follows:

To provide an opportunity to her to opt for VRS failing which, initiate process to compulsorily retire Smt. K. R. Mamatha in the academic interest of the students by following necessary procedures.
4.4 STUDENT FEEDBACK: EXPLANATION SUBMITTED BY SRI. K.B. CHENNABASAVARADHYA, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE ON HIS POOR PERFORMANCE RATING

The Board considered in detail the submissions made in respect of Sri. K.B. Chennabasavaradhya (shown at Annexure V) and resolved to accept the recommendation of the HOD and Feedback Committee. Accordingly, the Board decided to impose the penalty of withholding one increment with cumulative effect.

The following three line items were initially referred to the BOG Sub-Committee for disciplinary matters. The members of the BOG Sub-Committee joined the deliberations and presented their observations to the Board.

5 ENQUIRY REPORT IN RESPECT OF SMT. K.G. REENA, FACULTY, DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

The Board considered the report of the Enquiry Officer in respect of Smt. K.G. Reena and concurred with its findings. The Board also took cognizance of the views and recommendations of the BOG Sub-committee for disciplinary matters in this issue. After detailed review and deliberations, the Board directed the Principal to obtain the current academic qualifications of Smt. K. G. Reena and present the same for further consideration of the matter. The details of the case are provided at Annexure VI.

6 ENQUIRY REPORT IN RESPECT OF SMT. D. SHARADAMMA, FDA & INCHARGE SUPERINTENDENT, STORES SECTION

The Board deliberated in detail on the report of the Enquiry Officer in respect of Smt. D. Sharadamma, FDA & In-charge superintendent, Stores Section. The Board also took note of the views and recommendations presented by the BOG Sub-Committee on disciplinary matters. The Board accepted the report and all the findings of the enquiry officer. The Board decided to impose the penalty of removal from service on Smt. D. Sharadamma by following necessary procedures. The Board directed the Principal to obtain needed approvals from Director of Technical Education in this regard.

The details of the case is provided at Annexure VII.
7 DISCIPLINARY ACTION IN RESPECT OF SRL.S.G.HULLURAIAH, HELPER, DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING

The Board deferred the matter until the next meeting.

The meeting concluded with vote of thanks to the Chair.
Annexure II - Feedback Process and Performance Assessment of Faculty

FEEDBACK PROCESS - A well-established feedback is in place and is operating very effectively. The main features of this system are:

- Every semester there are three feedbacks which are obtained from the students for each of the subject being taught by the faculty;
- The first two feedbacks pertain to only the subject being taught by the faculty;
- The third feedback also includes Institutional, Principal and HODs feedback;
- The complete feedback system is online and the identity of individual faculty/student is protected;
- A specific ID is given to both the students and the faculty for feedback process;
- Faculty are rated on a scale of four ranging from Excellent, Very good, Fair and Poor;
- The feedback collected is analyzed using a formula, thus indicating a percentage score for each individual faculty.

POLICY AND MONITORING GUIDELINES FOR ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION OF THE FACULTY PERFORMANCE, BASED WITH REGARD TO POOR PERFORMANCE RATED, THROUGH STUDENT FEEDBACK. (As approved in the BOG Meeting held on 15.07.2013)

The Management has introduced a policy and monitoring guidelines for assessment and evaluation of the faculty performance based on the ratings of student feedback and to implement the following policy with regard to faculty rated below the threshold level (60%) through student feedback:

- To issue a warning memo in respect of the faculty who has been rated low in three feedback processes;
- To withhold one increment (without cumulative effect) in respect of the faculty who has been rated low in six feedbacks;
- To withhold one increment (with cumulative effect) in respect of the faculty who has been rated low in nine feedbacks;
- The faculty with twelve below threshold level feedbacks to be provided an opportunity to opt for VRS failing which, the Management shall initiate process to compulsorily retire such faculty in the academic interest of the students.

The faculty with low feedback (below threshold level) shall not be eligible for any special benefits / deputation for seminars, workshops, conferences, deputation to higher studies etc. However, they shall be deputed to appropriate Development Programmes to improve their skills and teaching abilities with due recommendation of the concerned HOD and approval of the Principal.
Annexure III – Details in respect of Dr. Potluri Geethavani (Dr. PGV), Professor, Department of Mathematics

Dr. PGV was appointed as Lecturer, Department of Mathematics on 07.11.1988. She was promoted to the position of Professor (CAS) on 20.12.2005. The details of her feedback is as noted below:

Dr. PGV was issued with an Office Order dated 27.03.2014 in which she was informed that as per clause No.2 of Office Note dated 12.08.2013, “The faculty with 12 below threshold feedbacks to be provided an opportunity to opt for VRS failing which, the management shall initiate process to compulsorily retire such faculty in the academic interest of the students”. Accordingly, Dr. PGV is informed that she is given an option to opt for Voluntary Retirement from service as per the above Management Policy within seven days from the receipt of this Order to the undersigned through proper channel.

In response to this Office Order she had requested to give an opportunity to continue her services in this esteemed institution. She had assured that henceforth the ratings in the student feedbacks will be maintained above the threshold. In the meanwhile in the 1st feedback of even semester 2013-14 she had got 56% and in the 2nd feedback also she had got 56% in ‘N’ Section, Engineering Maths-II.

Thereafter, she was called for a personal meeting with the Chairman, BOG, on 8th May 2014. During the meeting, the Chairman, BOG, enquired as to why her feedback is low for 17 times between 2009 and 2014. She tried to defend saying that she has been doing good and there is no reason why students give low feedback. After hearing, the Chairman, BOG, informed that she will be given a final opportunity of one more semester where she should perform well and there will be a review after the odd semester of 2014-15.

Further, in the even semester 2014-15, she has scored 45% in ‘E’ section first feedback and 56% in ‘E’ Section – Engineering Maths-II in the third feedback.

She was further issued with an Office Note dated 12.05.2015 indicating that, she had 2 below the threshold level feedbacks and was asked to furnish an explanation. She was called for counseling on 28.05.2015 in the presence of Dr. Lawrence Jenkins and she tried to justify & argued that she was right and there is no deficiency in her teaching process.
Annexure IV – Details in respect of Smt.K.R.Mamatha (Smt.KRM), Assistant Professor, Department of Information Science

Smt.KRM was appointed as Assistant Professor, Department of Information Science Engineering on 06.09.2004 (Adhoc on 06.09.2004 and Regular on 13.05.2005). The details of her feedback is as noted below:

Smt.KRM was issued with an Office Order dated 01.06.2015 in which she was informed that as per clause No.4 of Office Note dated 12.08.2013, “the faculty with 12 below threshold feedbacks to be provided an opportunity to opt for VRS failing which, the management shall initiate process to compulsorily retire such faculty in the academic interest of the students”. Accordingly, Smt.KRM is informed that she is given an option to opt for Voluntary Retirement from service as per the above Management Policy within seven days from the receipt of this Order to the undersigned through proper channel.

In response to the office order, she submitted her reply on 20.06.2015 and narrated some irrelevant issue which is unconnected, instead of offering her defence for office order dated 01.06.2015.

She was further issued with an office note dated 08.07.2015 “advising to respond to the office order dated 01.06.2015.” There is no response from her.
Annexure V – Details in respect of Sri.K.B.Channabasavaradhya (Sri.KBC), Assistant Professor, Department of Architecture

Sri.KBC was appointed as Assistant Professor, Department of Architecture on 19.09.2011. The details of his feedback is as noted below:

In accordance with Office Note dated 12.08.2013 and the resolution of BOG No.4.6 of 52nd meeting held on 15.07.2013, Sri.KBC was issued an Office Order No.BMS/PPL/PS/13-14 dated 27.03.2014 informing that as per clause 4 of Office Note dated 12.08.2013 indicating that “the faculty with twelve below threshold feedbacks to be provided an opportunity to opt for VRS failing which, the management shall initiate process to compulsory retire such faculty in the academic interest of the students”. Accordingly, Sri.KBC is informed that he is given an option to opt for Voluntary Retirement from service as per the above Management Policy within seven days from the receipt of this Order to the undersigned through proper channel.

In response to the office order, Sri.KBC vide his letter dated 03.04.2014 requested the Principal to reconsider the decision and give him an opportunity to serve this organization. Further, Head of the Department of Architecture submitted a note to the Principal dated 21.04.2014 requesting him to reconsider the decision quoting various reasons and indicating that the faculty has been quite useful. Further on 12.05.2015, Principal requested HOD of Architecture to indicate the status of performance of Sri.KBC. The HOD in his note dated 29.05.2015 has indicated that there is a progress and his case may be condoned. The feedback was in November-December 2013 (Even Semester) and there after he has not been rated below in any of the feedbacks.

The Dean (Management) & Member-Secretary of the Feedback Committee has recommended to withdraw the penalty to cease his services with BMS through VRS, considering the progress made by Sri.KBC and also the recommendation of HOD. However, it is suggested that as per clause 3 he may be imposed a penalty of withholding one increment with cumulative effect.
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Annexure VI - Details in respect of Smt.K.G.Reena (Smt.KGR), faculty, Department of Mechanical Engineering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNo</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Date &amp; Qualification</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Date of Birth</td>
<td>02.05.1978</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Qualification at the time of appointment as Lecturer, Department of Printing Technology in BMSCE</td>
<td>B.E. (Printing Tech.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Appointed as Lecturer on Adhoc Basis on consolidated salary of Rs.5,000/- per month</td>
<td>Duration: From 12.10.2000 To 28.02.2001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Services continued on consolidated salary of Rs.7,000/- per month</td>
<td>Duration: From 29.03.2001 To 30.09.2001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Extended AICTE Scales of Pay</td>
<td>Duration: From 01.10.2001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sanctioned study leave for seven months to pursue MS (by Research) with financial benefit (including one month extension)</td>
<td>Duration: From 16.07.2002 To 27.02.2003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Placed in Senior Scale under CAS</td>
<td>Duration: From 01.02.2007</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>She was called for interview to appear before the SSC</td>
<td>Duration: From 30.07.2009</td>
<td>SSC did not recommend</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

23.11.2015 5.30 PM COLLEGE BOARD ROOM
Proceedings of BOG and Compliance thereon in respect of Smt. K.G.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNo</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>BOG Date</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The Board advised the Principal to seek legal opinion for relieving her from the service with all the entitled benefits as per norms to her and place it before the Board at its next meeting.</td>
<td>24.09.2009</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Board directed to request the HOD of Mechanical Engg. to verify the suitability of the services to the Dept.</td>
<td>25.03.2010</td>
<td>Not suitable for teaching - however a peer review conducted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Board directed to inform her to upgrade her qualification</td>
<td>26.04.2010</td>
<td>Her submission that she is having PG in Mechanical and not willing to take up M.Tech again</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>HOD informed she is not suitable for teaching. She can handle only elementary subjects</td>
<td>12.08.2010</td>
<td>Registrar, VTU, informed to follow AICTE norms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 5   | The Board noted:  
- qualification acquired by Smt. K. G. Reena and the eligibility criteria as per rules  
- VTU’s direction to follow the AICTE/State Government rules prescribed for faculty recruitment  
- The Board examined the service details of Smt. K.G. Reena and noted that her qualification is not suitable for the Mechanical Engineering  
- The Board opined that she should have a Master’s Degree (ME/M.Tech.) to justify/consider her request for transfer to the Department of Mechanical Engineering  
- Considering her long service, the Board has taken a lenient view and decided to continue her service with a condition that she should acquire the Post-Graduate qualification in Mechanical Engineering  
- The Board directed that she should register for the Post-Graduate programme in Mechanical Engineering for the ensuing Academic Year i.e., 2011-12  
- Considering her case sympathetically (as special case & onetime measure) the Board agreed to extend the benefit of deputation to her as per prevailing Management norms  
- In the event of Smt. K.G. Reena not complying with this direction of the Board, her services will be terminated at the beginning of the next academic year (2011-12). | 31.12.2010 | Smt. K.G. Reena has been informed the Board’s direction vide Office Note dated 18.02.2011. |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNo</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>BOG Date</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The Member-Secretary informed the Board that she has not yet submitted any reply in response to this. The Chairman, BoM, informed that she had submitted a representation to him and also said that he has warned her not to make any allegations against the Principal/Vice Principal. After detailed deliberations, the Board suggested an alternative measure to the earlier decision made which is as follows: Smt. K.G. Reena may be permitted to register for M.Sc., (Engg.) by research in the appropriate Research Centers of the College as an external candidate and to obtain the Post-Graduate program.</td>
<td>22.03.2011</td>
<td>She has been informed the directions of the Board vide Office Order dated 18.04.2011 &amp; 27.05.2011. She has lodged a complaint with the Women Cell making allegations against Principal / Vice Principal. She has also filed a Review Petition before the Principal Secretary, Dept. of Education, Govt. of Karnataka.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The Board took note of the compliance submitted in the matter &amp; several communications that were addressed to Smt. K. G. Reena informing her to comply the directions of the Board with regard to upgradation of her qualification in order to continue her services in the college. The Board noted that she has not responded to these communications barring one incident where she sought some time. The Board also noted that she has filed a complaint against Principal &amp; member Secretary of the BOG and Vice Principal of the College with the Karnataka State Commission for Women. The Principal informed the BOG that a reply was submitted to the commission in this regard. Smt. K. G. Reena has also filed a review petition before the Principal Secretary, Department of Education, Government of Karnataka. The Principal informed the BOG that the college advocate has prepared objections to the same and will be submitted on 21.11.2011. The BOG has taken note that Smt. K. G. Reena has not obeyed the directions of the BOG. She neither responded nor utilized the opportunity given to her by the Board for registering herself either for a PG programme in Mechanical Engineering (M. Tech.) or for M.Sc., (Engg.) by research in one of the appropriate Research Centers of the College as an external candidate during the ensuing Academic Year 2011-2012. The Board viewed the dis-respect shown to the Board seriously by not submitting any written statement for the several communications issued to her in this regard. After detailed deliberations, the BOG decided to terminate the services of Smt. K. G. Reena and directed the Principal to initiate appropriate action in consultation with the Legal Adviser.</td>
<td>18.11.2011</td>
<td>The decision of the BOG was conveyed to the Legal Adviser soliciting his advice. He has informed that Smt.K.G.Reena has sought for an interim order not to terminate her services pending hearing on the appeal. He has also informed that no interim order has been granted by the Authority and there would be no impediment to initiate action. However, he has advised to initiate action only after the disposal of the case. The legal adviser has filed detailed objections on 21.11.2011 and the next date of hearing is yet to be intimated. He has also sought the opinion of the Management that if required, an early hearing application can be submitted to move the matter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNo</td>
<td>Details</td>
<td>BOG Date</td>
<td>Remarks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The Board took note of the compliance on the resolutions of the 47th meeting of BOG. While on the subject, the Member-Secretary apprised the Board that the legal adviser has opined not to initiate any action in respect of Smt.K.G.Reena until the review petition filed before the Principal Secretary, Department of Education, Government of Karnataka is disposed. While on the subject, the Chairman informed the Board that the performance of Smt.K.G.Reena, in the recent feedback process had been found to be poor. She was counselled to improve the same. The Board informed the Principal to appraise regarding any further development in the matter.</td>
<td>16.03.2012</td>
<td>Smt.K.G.Reena was called before the Feedback Counseling Committee and was advised to improve her performance and also directed to behave properly with the students. Instead, Smt.Reena has threatened the students of Mechanical Engineering using abusive words. She has also threatened by framing tough / difficult questions for the internals for having given negative feedback. In view of her misbehavior with the students and having failed to execute her responsibility as an academician, the Management has decided to constitute disciplinary action against her under the provisions of the Karnataka Education Act of 1983 under the Act 91 and 92 (3) (a) (i). She has been kept under suspension w.e.f. 07.05.2012 under the provision of the Karnataka Civil Services (Classification, Control and Appeal) rules of 1957. The Enquiry in this regard is under progress.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNo</td>
<td>Details</td>
<td>BOG Date</td>
<td>Remarks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>The College Advocate informed on 10.12.2012 that the matter is still</td>
<td>17.12.2012</td>
<td>The Board approved the proposal of the Chairman, BOG to constitute a sub-committee to conduct a thorough examination of all the disciplinary cases. The Board also suggested including one legal personnel (Senior Advocate/Retired Judge) in the sub-committee. Accordingly the following sub-committee was constituted:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pending before the ED, GOK. He said that he will pursue the matter with the ED.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prof.A.Sridharan Chairman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The domestic enquiry is under progress.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prof.Lawrence Jenkins Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>The Enquiry Proceedings is completed</td>
<td>20.11.2014</td>
<td>Senior Advocate / Retired Judge Member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dr.P.Martin Jebaraj Convenor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Sub-Committee shall submit its report along with recommendations to the Member-Secretary who will in turn place the report before the Chairman, BOG for his perusal and directions. The Board authorized the Chairman, BOG to take appropriate decision in the disciplinary cases on receipt of the recommendation of the Sub-Committee. The matter may be placed before the Board in its subsequent meeting for ratification/approval.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Accordingly, the BOG Sub-Committee has examined thoroughly the Enquiry Proceedings and has submitted the report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNo</td>
<td>Details</td>
<td>BOG Date</td>
<td>Remarks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>In the 59th BOG meeting held on 08.04.2015, the Board resolved to issue Second Show Cause Notice enclosing a copy of the Enquiry Report submitted by the Enquiry Officer calling for explanation on the findings of the Report. Accordingly, Second Show Cause Notice enclosing a copy of the Enquiry Report was issued to Smt.K.G.Reena on 16.05.2015 providing an opportunity to submit her explanation in writing if any, within 15 days as to why appropriate punishment as per rules/management norms should not be imposed on her as the charge framed against her has been proved in the enquiry. She has submitted her explanation on 19.06.2015 objecting that the findings of the enquiry officer is not based on the evidence. She has also submitted to reject the report of the enquiry, to exonerate all the charges and to reinstate.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DATES OF 39 ENQUIRY MEETINGS HELD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.06.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.08.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01.04.2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.06.2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.09.2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.06.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05.09.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.09.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.09.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.11.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.12.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.03.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.03.2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.07.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.07.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.08.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.08.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.08.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.03.2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.12.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.03.2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03.12.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.07.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.07.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02.08.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.08.2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.01.2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.01.2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.01.2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the 59th BOG meeting held on 08.04.2015, the Board resolved to issue Second Show Cause Notice enclosing a copy of the Enquiry Report submitted by the Enquiry Officer calling for explanation on the findings of the Report. Accordingly, Second Show Cause Notice enclosing a copy of the Enquiry Report was issued to Smt.KGR on 16.05.2015 providing an opportunity to submit her explanation in writing if any, within 15 days as to why appropriate punishment as per rules/management norms should not be imposed on her as the charge framed against her has been proved in the enquiry. She has submitted her explanation on 19.06.2015 objecting that the findings of the enquiry officer is not based on the evidence. She has also submitted to reject the enquiry report, to exonerate all the charges and to reinstate. The explanation was forwarded to the sub-committee of BOG for Disciplinary Cases for thorough examination.

The sub-committee of BOG for Disciplinary Cases has thoroughly examined the explanation and also the full case of Smt.KGR from the beginning once again. After thorough examination, the sub-committee of BOG has noticed that the issue of unsuitable qualification has been missed in the previous show cause notice. The sub-committee of BOG for Disciplinary Cases has recommended to issue a show cause notice addressing the matter of unsuitable qualification.

On the recommendation of the sub-committee of BOG for Disciplinary Cases, the matter is placed for consideration to issue show cause notice addressing the matter of unsuitable qualification once again.
Annexure VII – Details in respect of Smt.D.Sharadamma (Smt.DS), FDA & in-charge Superintendent, Stores Section

In the 59th BOG meeting held on 08.04.2015, the Member-Secretary had appraised that enquiry in respect of Smt.DS, I/C Superintendent, Stores Section is under progress.

Smt.DS, First Division Assistant & Incharge Superintendent, Stores Section has been kept under suspension from 01.09.2014 vide Office Order No. BMS 13 EST(A) 2014 dated 30.08.2014 pending enquiry against her under rule 10(1) of KCS (CCA) Rules, 1957 for her misbehavior and misconduct on 25.08.2014 in the Principal’s Chamber. The same has been informed to DTE vide this office letter dated 09.09.2014.

Further, she has been issued Articles of Charges vide Show Cause Notice dated 22.09.2014 providing an opportunity to furnish explanation within 15 days from the date of receipt of the notice. The Showcause Notice along with Articles of Charges has been sent to her by regd.post Ack Due on 28.10.2014. The said post has been returned to office on the reason “not available”. Hence finally, show cause notice dated 22.09.2014 along with article of charges has been issued to her on 12.11.2014 by muddam. She has not submitted her written explanation.

Further disciplinary enquiry proceedings has been constituted by appointing Sri.K.V.Vasudeva Murthy, Former Judge as Enquiry Officer vide Office Order dated 24.12.2014. Accordingly, Enquiry Proceedings commenced from 11.02.2015. Smt.DS attended 2-3 sittings only. She did not respond for the further proceedings. As per the directions of the Enquiry Officer, a Notice has been sent to Smt.DS that enquiry proceedings will be held Ex-parte if she did not attend the enquiry proceedings. Inspite of the Notice served to her, she did not responded and the enquiry proceedings has been conducted exparte.

The Enquiry Officer has submitted his Enquiry Report. The Enquiry Officer in his report has submitted that the misbehavior and misconduct of Smt.DS is proved and has recommended for suitable action by the competent authority. In accordance with the approval of the Chairman, BOG (22.07.2015), Smt.DS has been issued second Showcause Notice along with copy of Enquiry Report calling for explanation in writing if any, within 15 days as to why appropriate punishment as per rules/management norms should not be imposed on her as the charge framed against her has been proved in the enquiry. She has submitted her explanation dated 01.08.2015 denying all charges are intentional, defective and far from truth. Further, the Enquiry Report and the explanation submitted by Smt.DS have been forwarded to the sub-committee of BOG for thorough examination. The sub-committee of BOG has recommended that the Committee is in full agreement with the outcome of the Enquiry proceedings conducted by the Enquiry Officer and to initiate suitable action as per the Enquiry Report findings.
August 1, 2015: HODs Council Meeting

August 2, 2015: Inauguration of First Year Classes of B.E./B.Arch – 2015 batch:

Prof. R. Natarajan, Chairman, BITES, Karnataka, Former Director, IIT Madras, Former Chairman, AICTE was the Chief Guest

August 2, 2015: Inauguration of IUCIEE office

August 2, 2015: Inauguration of Centre of excellence (Impods)
August 3, 2015: Orientation Programme for First Year students – 2015 batch

August 3, 2015: BMSCE IEEE Student Branch has won the Darrel Chong Student Activity Award 2015. The award was presented for demonstrating steps towards improving the quality of IEEE Student Activities and for fostering of "Knowledge Sharing".

August 4, 2015: Department of MCA organized industrial visit to Zscaler Softech India Pvt. Ltd., Bengaluru for V Sem MCA students. Zscaler Softech India Pvt. Ltd protects employees from malware, viruses, advanced persistent threats and other risks and can also stop inadvertent or malicious leaks of company’s sensitive data.

August 7, 2015: The National Institute of Personnel Management Karnataka chapter conducted a Chapter Level Business Quiz for HR students. NIPM is the only All-India body of professional managers engaged in the profession of Personnel Management, industrial relation, training and HRD in the country. Students from various colleges across Bengaluru participated in this event. There were around 12 teams with 2 participants in each team. Ms. Varsha Lad and Ms. Kirti Maheshwari representing Department of Management Studies and Research Centre, BMSCE secured 3rd position and were awarded with a cash prize of Rs.5,000/- and a Certificate of Appreciation. They received the award from Ms. Shirin Salis, VP-HR of Ingersoll Rand.
August 7, 2015: Department of Architecture organized an Exhibition of the student's works of the previous semester, on August 7-8, 2015. Architect Ramesh Mestha, Partner, Ashraay Enterprise based in Mumbai, having offices in other locations in India inaugurated the Exhibition

August 8, 2015: Department of Electrical Engineering conducted 4th meeting of IEEESSIT-ES Joint chapter executive committee members

August 8, 2015: Department of Electronics Engineering in association with Intel Corporation India organized two day Workshop on "Android App Development" for V-VII Semester Students from August 8-9, 2015
August 8, 2015: VAAP Technologies (Value Aspect) - BMSCE Collaboration Discussion

August 8, 2015: ISA - Department of Electronics & Instrumentation Engineering organized an Awareness Programme about Professional Body Membership and Student Section. The representatives of ISA attended the programme. A Technical Quiz competition was also conducted for the final year students on manufacturing products of engineering. Smt. Veena Hegde, faculty, Department of Electronics & Instrumentation Engineering is the Faculty Adviser, ISA-BMSCE Student Section & Executive Committee Member, ISA-Bangalore Section. Students from IT, ME, EE & CH and Mr. Ramkerur and Palkiyappan from ISA-Bangalore Section participated. Few faculty members and students registered for ISA membership.

August 8, 2015: Department of Computer Science Engineering conducted a Seminar on “Aspect Technologies”. The lecture was delivered by Sri. Ravi Kumar, VAAP Technologies (Value Aspect)
August 8, 2015: Department of Medical Electronics organized Orientation program for Biology for Engineers

August 8, 2015: Dr.S.Gowrishankar, Professor & Head, Department of Computer Science has been deputed for Sabbatical Programme at University of Alabama, USA. Farewell to Dr.S.Gowrishankar was arranged

August 8, 2015: Department of MBA conducted 2nd PhD Research Colloquium. The Chairman of the Colloquium was Dr. Ganesh L, Associate Professor, Christ University, Bengaluru. Research Scholars who presented were Ms. Sithara, Ms. Jayasharee, Ms. Nandini, Mr. Shekar and Mr. G.G.Loganathan. After the presentations Dr.L.Ganesh shared his thoughts with the faculty members. Dr.L.Ganesh applauded the effort of the department in organizing a colloquium for the research scholars. He said these kinds of discussions are important to make research work fruitful

August 8, 2015: Department of MBA organized Extension Lecture on “Responsible Recycling of General and e-waste”. The lecture was delivered by Ms.Purva, Saahas, Bengaluru
August 10, 2015: Smt.G.S.Rekha and Smt.R.Harshitha, faculty, Department of Computer Science Engineering attended FEP on "Big Data and Analytics" from August 10-14, Infosys, Bengaluru

August 10, 2015: Orientation Programme for lateral entry students

August 10, 2015: BMSCE has been recognized as Nodal Centre from e-yantra project, IIT Bombay funded by MHRD under National Mission in Education through ICT - (NMEICT)

August 10, 2015: Department of Mathematics organized a Diagnostic test to probe the mathematical skills and knowledge of pre-requisites for 1100 Fresher's on 10.08.2015 & 11.08.2015. Further remediation was provided for 324 students by Mathematics faculty members from 21.08.2015 to 04.09.2015
August 10, 2015: Mr. Sourabh V Manae and Ms. Shradha participated in the Karnataka State Rifle Championship – 2015. They achieved 1st, 2nd & 3rd places in various events.

August 11, 2015: Mr. Sourabh V Manae and Ms. Shradha participated in the Karnataka State Rifle Championship – 2015. They achieved 1st, 2nd & 3rd places in various events.

August 11, 2015: Department of Mechanical Engineering organized Guest Lecture on “Civil Services – A Plausible Dream”. The lecture was delivered by Sri. D. K. Balaji, IAS.

Sri. D. K. Balaji, IAS, 36th Rank holder in the Indian Civil Services Examinations – 2014 delivered a guest lecture on “Civil Services – A Plausible Dream” on 11th August 2015. The lecture was held at BMSCE Auditorium as a part of the Extension Lecture Series, 81st in number, organized by the Mechanical Engineering Association (MEA) of the Department of Mechanical Engineering, BMSCE. Sri. Balaji, addressed the Engineering students of B. M. S. College on Civil Services as a career after graduation. He motivated the students in appearing for Civil Services Examination. He outlined age limit to various categories, the educational requirements for appearing for the IAS examination and the different stages such as prelim, main & personality test. He educated the enthusiastic students on the type of effort necessary and the guidance required for excelling in the examination. The lecture was attended by more than 250 students and Faculty of Mechanical Engineering Department. Dr. G. N. Sekhar, Vice Principal of B. M. S. College of Engineering, felicitated Sri. Balaji and appreciated his.
effort in motivating graduates toward civil services.

August 11, 2015: Dr. H.S. Jagadeesh has been awarded for his outstanding and continued contribution to Tata Consultancy Services during “TCS Sparsh 2015”

August 11, 2015: Department of Architecture organized a hands-on workshop to First Semester students to introduce them to Design

Objective: To observe and understand significance of points, lines and planes

Materials: Bamboo poles and ropes.

August 12, 2015: The College in association with KALA and AKELPA organized “Librarians Day”

August 12, 2015: Dr. M C Sampath Kumar, faculty, Department of Civil Engineering delivered a lecture on “Exploratory Investigations using conventional data with RS and GIS Tools”
August 13, 2015: Department of Telecommunication Engineering organized an All India Essay Writing Event – 2015, The Man who has no Inner life is a slave to his surroundings by Mr. Shankar Hegde, Urgent Inc

August 13, 2015: Department of Telecommunication Engineering organized a lecture on “Overseas Education & Preparation”. The lecture was delivered by Ms. Mayuri, Senior Counselor, N&N Chopra Consultants Pvt. Ltd, Bengaluru

August 13, 2015: Smt. K. Pushpa, faculty, Department of Electronics Engineering attended IEEE SSCS sponsored Conference on “Solid State Circuits” organized by SAINTGITS College of Engineering in Kottayam, Kerala and presented a paper titled “Process Variability Analysis of 14nm SOI FinFETs with High K Dielectrics”
August 14, 2015: Dr. S. Nagendra was bestowed with an achievement award by BMA at its 62nd Anniversary for his outstanding contribution as the Chairman of Training and Seminar Committee at Hotel Capital, Bengaluru. The award was presented by Justice Shivraj Patil, former Justice of Supreme Court of India.

August 14, 2015: Ms. Leena S, faculty, Department of MBA, attended two FDP’s on Econometrics, one at Pondicherry University and the other at XIME, Bengaluru during August 2015. She shared the learning with the faculty in her post FDP presentation.

August 14, 2015: Principal addressed the 3rd Semester Students on the awareness of students indulged in raging.

August 15, 2015: Wiksate appreciated all the faculty & students for being the Social Learner and encouraging leaning and promoting knowledge by Wiksate.

August 15, 2015: An article published in Prajavani (Bhoomika Supplement) on a project executed during 2014-15 by Mr. Nikhil, Mr. Chandan and Mr. Yogesh, final year Information Science Engineering students. The project was financially supported by TEQIP II.
August 15, 2015: Celebration of Independence Day

August 15, 2015: BMSCE NSS Team organized distribution of books to school children

August 17, 2015: Department of Information Science Engineering organized an extension lecture on “Complexity Analysis”. The lecture was delivered by Dr. Deepak Garg, Professor and Head, Department of Computer Science Engineering, Thapar University, Patiala.
August 17, 2015: Dr. Deepak Garg, Professor and Head, Department of Computer Science Engineering, Thapar University, Patiala, conveyed his heartfelt acknowledgements to the Principal, Vice-Principal and management of BMSCE for organizing IACC 2015 on the occasion of 70th year celebrations. He thanked the General Chair and all faculty members of ISE, CSE and MCA for their contribution which led to the completion of the conference. He said that IACC 2015 proved to be a successful event that exceeded the expectations with reference to quality publications.

It has indeed met the standards of IEEE. He appreciated that has been a considerable increase in the number of manuscripts, sponsors and participants as compared to past years.


August 17, 2015: BMSCE IQAC Cell conducted Five Day Orientation Program for New Faculty from August 12-21, 2015. Various aspects and functions of the College such as Academic Rules and Regulations, Proctoring, R&D, IQAC Cell, Placements, etc. were explained.
August 18, 2015: Department of Architecture organized a Workshop on “Architectural Design – III: Sensorial Exploration in built forms” for the students of III semester. The resource person was Dr. B. S. Bhooshan.

August 18, 2015: Department of Information Science Engineering organized a lecture on “Competitive Examinations”. The lecture was delivered by Mr. V. S. Vipin, Career Counselor. He also provided details on higher studies in foreign universities like preparation for GRE/CAT, admission, consulting, profiling, letter of recommendation, submission of proposal and aptitude requirements.

August 18, 2015: Dr. A. Satya Nandini, Professor & Head, Department of MBA attended the Wipro Mission10X program from August 18-21, 2015. The program covered various areas for improving the GEA as indicated by NBA and Washington Accord. The program also highlighted the Essentials of Leadership.

August 18, 2015: Inauguration of 3/1 NCC Company; 1 Karnataka Signal Regiment NCC, BMS College of Engineering. Col. M.C. Aiyappa, was the Chief Guest and Major Ruchi Dewan was the Guest of Honour.
August 19, 2015: BMSCE NSS Team in association with BBMP South Zone, Bengaluru organized “Votathon”, a rally to create awareness about voting.

August 20, 2015: Department of MBA organized Guest Lecture on “Negotiation Skills”. The lecture was delivered by Mr. Abhay Dixit, Management Consultant.

August 20, 2015: Department of MBA organized a Faculty Development Programme on “The Art of Case Writing & Teaching in the field of Management from August 20-22, 2015.

The Programme was meant for Faculty Members, PhD Scholars, M.Phil Scholars and other researchers in the field of Management. Resource persons included renowned doctorates from ICFAI who have written several cases & have won lifetime achievement awards internationally. The FDP witnessed 22 participants who were faculty members from other institutions such as Christ University, Sheshadripuram, CMRIT, RNSIT, PESIT.

August 20, 2015: Department of Telecommunication Engineering organized Extension Lecture on “Telecom Research”. The lecture was delivered by Sri. M. Anand, Research Engineer - Packet Enhancement Group at C-DOT (Centre for Development of Telematics).

August 21, 2015: Department of MBA organized Guest Lecture on “Campus to Corporate”. The lecture was delivered by Mr. Suresh R, Management Consultant & Corporate Trainer.

August 21, 2015: Two Faculty members and three students from Department of Computer Applications attended a 11th International Multi Conference on Information Processing in Hotel Capitol, Bengaluru from August 21-23, 2015.
August 21, 2015: Department of Electronics & Instrumentation Engineering organized a panel discussion with Yokogawa India Ltd., on the needs of the industry and bridging the gap between the industry and academia.

August 21, 2015: Department of Computer Science Engineering organized workshop for students on “Code Jam (focused on Java based development on SAP HANA Cloud Platform using Eclipse IDE).

August 23, 2015: Mukesh MS Upadhyaya (Captain) from 5th semester MCA participated in VTU Bangalore Central Zone Championship – Badminton (Men) conducted at BNMIT, Bengaluru and his team was awarded as Winner in the same.

August 23, 2015: NCC Cadets Training in the Campus.
August 24, 2015: Department of Mechanical Engineering organized the inauguration of Mechanical Engineering Association Activities for the Academic Year 2015-16. Dr. V. K. Aatre, Former Scientific Advisor to the Defence Minister, and Director General, DRDO, Govt. of India and Professor, Indian Institute of Science was the Chief guest. Sri. Elisha Andrews, Under Secretary (Admn) to the Chief Minister, Govt. of Karnataka, was the Guest of Honour.

Dr. V. K. Aatre, the Chief Guest, delivered the Keynote Address on the topic “Technological Marvels of the 21st Century”. He addressed the latest advancements in the field of Internet and Communication, Advanced Materials, Micro Miniaturisation, Robotics and MEMS in the field of Avionics and Aerospace applications. Mr. Elisha Andrews discussed the current issues in Bangalore city and the action plan of the Government to address the same. He insisted active participation of public and in particular the engineering student community with the government schemes for the betterment of the city. More than 200 students and Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and other departments attended the event.

August 24, 2015: Prayer meeting in remembrance of Late Sri. B. S. Narayan

August 24, 2015: BMSCE NSS and NCC Team organized Blood Donation Camp
August 24, 2015: Department of Computer Applications organized a Visual workshop on “Open Doors of Opportunity...Direct your Dreams, Be an Entrepreneur”. The lecture was delivered by Mr. A.M Prakash, Principal, Kalamandir, School of Arts, Hanumanthanagara, Bengaluru

August 24, 2015: Department of Electronics & Instrumentation Technology organized Industrial Visit to ISAC

August 25, 2015: Department of Industrial Engineering & Management organized Extension Lecture on “Employability Skills”. The lecture was delivered by Prof. Bholanath Dutta, President, Management Teachers Consortium, Bengaluru

August 25, 2015: Department of Information Science Engineering organized a seminar on “Overseas Education”. The lecture was delivered by Ms. Minakshi Patar, Career Counselor. She provided the details on admission requirements for MBA & MS in Australia, Europe and Canada

The lecture was delivered by Ms. Avantika Singh and Mr. Kalai Arasu – RF Application Engineers, Entuple Technologies.

August 26, 2015: Mukesh MS Upadhyaya (Captain) from 5th semester MCA participated in VTU Inter zonal Championship – Badminton (Men) conducted at NMAMIT, Nitte from August 26-28, 2015. His team was awarded as Runners.

August 26, 2015: Sri.C.K. Chandra Babu, Sri. Arjun C.C and Sri. Sreekanth N.V, faculty, Department of Mechanical Engineering attended the Zeiss Academy Programme organized by M/s Carl Zeiss India Pvt. Ltd. The programme was aimed to enhance the relationship between the industry and academia in the field of metrology and other verticals of Mechanical engineering and also to build strong relationship between industry and academia. As an outcome of the discussions of the Zeiss Academy Program, M/s Carl Zeiss have offered seminar, industrial visits to our students, internship, placement reference, Project assistance, software and e-learning methods for continuous interaction between students/faculty and experts. Discussions in the programme were aimed at collaborating with Zeiss India in the curriculum development at BMSCE, assist syllabus in subjects like Metrology & Measurements to be tuned to industrial requirements, provide the requirements from the Industry to set up a departmental elective/ institutional elective in the field of industrial metrology, nominate its experts to deliver expert lectures in our campus in the field of metrology.

August 26, 2015: Department of Electronics Engineering in association with Electronics Sector Skills Council of India (ESSCI) & IESA organized inaugural function of Centre of Excellence in VLSI & Embedded System Design. Guests of Honor were Dr. Madhusudan Atre CEO & Founder, Vegashakti Consultants, Sri. N.K. Mohapatra CEO, ESSCI and Sri. M.N. Vidyashankar IAS (Retd.)
August 26, 2015: Meeting of the BOG Sub-Committee of TEQIP-II. Presentation by the faculty members who were deputed for the Management Capacity Enhancement Programs held at various IIMs and interaction with the nodal officers to review the activities under TEQIP II

August 26, 2015: Department of Information Science Engineering organized an industrial visit to Tyco International, Bangalore.

August 27, 2015: Department of Information Science Engineering organized an extension lecture on “Concept of Integrated Engineering in Product Development”. The lecture was delivered by Mr. Srinivas Chamarthy, Director, CYME Automation Systems Pvt. Ltd., Hyderabad.

August 27, 2015: Department of Computer Applications organized a seminar (Extension Lecture series) on “Entrepreneurship for startups and challenges”. The lecture was delivered by Srinivasa Prakash, Telinux IBI Pvt Ltd., Bengaluru and Ramesh Kumar, Director Linux Learning Centre Pvt. Ltd., Bengaluru.
August 28, 2015: Department of Computer Applications in association with Altimetrix organized "HACKATHON" from August 28-29, 2015. There were 33 participants from various departments. The top three teams were selected as winners.

August 29, 2015: Department of Computer Science Engineering organized Extension Lecture on "Splunk Analytics Tool". The Lecture was delivered by Mr. Ramesh Gaikwad, Wipro Technologies.

August 29, 2015: Department of MBA organized Guest Lecture on "Supply Chain Management". The lecture was delivered by Mr. Jagatpati Jha, General Manager - Projects, Wilh Loesch (I) Pvt. Ltd.

August 29, 2015: Dr. A. Satya Nandini, Professor & Head, and Dr. Minu Zachariah, faculty, Department of MBA, were invited to deliver a talk on "Experiential Teaching Learning Methodology" & "on Communication & interpersonal Skills at Workplace" at the Faculty Development Programme organized by YDIT, Bengaluru.
August 29, 2015: Department of Mathematics organized Orientation Programme of Pentagram - The Mathematical Society of BMSCE. Dr. A. S. Vasudeva Murthy was the Chief Guest.

August 30, 2015: Dr. D. N. Sujatha, Professor & Head, Department of MCA was invited as Panelist for Panel Discussion on “Challenges faced by Women Engineer” during IEEE SYW Congress 2015 at Christ University, Bengaluru.
September 1, 2015: Department of Medical Electronics organized a lecture on "Life at Stanford - Focus on Bio-medical data acquisition & Cyber-security". The lecture was delivered by Ms. Priyanka Upendra, Clinical Analyst, Stanford Health, USA and Alumni of Medical Electronics - 2011.

September 1, 2015: Department of Computer Science Engineering organized Industrial Visit to TCS, Bengaluru

September 2, 2015: 60th BOG Meeting

September 2, 2015: Mr. Rafeek Alas, student of Electronics Engineering attended International Conference on Advances in Computing and Communications-2015 (IACC-2015) from September 2-4, 2015 held at Rajagiri School of Engg. & Technology, Kochi, Kerala.

September 3, 2015: Department of Information Science Engineering organized industrial visit to Bharat Earth Movers Limited, Bengaluru for III semester students.

September 3, 2015: HOD meeting

September 3, 2015: Department of Medical Electronics organized Curriculum Design & Development: Members of the HOD's council and Ms. Priyanka Upendra Clinical analyst, Stanford Health, USA, participated in the deliberations.

September 4, 2015: Mr. Rafeek Alas, student of Electronics Engineering attended International Conference on Advances in
Electronics, Chemical & Biotech: Brilliant students with a lot of enthusiasm would be torch bearers of the Country.

September 4, 2015: Department of Chemical Engineering organized Guest Lecture on "Basics of Fuel Cells". Lecture delivered by Dr Kranthi Kumar, Post Doc, University of Manchester, Manchester, UK.

September 4, 2015: Meeting with Feedback Implementation Committee.

September 4, 2015: Dr. A. Satya Nandini, Professor, Department of MBA, presented her learning from the Wipro Mission10X Leadership program for the benefit of faculty members of the Department of MBA. The presentation covered various areas for improving the GA as indicated by NBA and Washington Accord.
The importance of Experiential Teaching Learning Process, Activity based Learning and Project based learning was also highlighted.

September 4, 2015: Dr. Shubha Muralidhar, faculty of MBA delivered a talk on "Managing Self through Self Awareness" at Bangalore Management Association.

September 5, 2015: Department of Computer Science Engineering faculty members had discussions with Mr. Ravi Kumar, EDS Technologies with regard to MOU.

September 5, 2015: Ms. Aishwarya Shyavi, Ms. Anjana Achar and Ms. Bhuvana Hegde, III Semester students of ISE participated in the Sixth Annual National Convention in Goa, "The Road Not Taken". They were involved in a discussion on cloud computing and its applications. Resource sharing, network management and server processing were the aspects involved in the conversation.

September 6, 2015: Inauguration of web page for ICAMA 2016 (International conference on Advance Materials & Applications). The Conference was hosted by the Centre of Excellence in Advance Materials Research, BMSCF and Department of Mechanical Engineering under TEQIP II.

September 6, 2015: Department of Telecommunication Engineering organized a seminar on "Meditation for work-life..."
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Balance”. The lecture was delivered by Mr. Niraj Srivastava, CEO, Sarathi Solutions. The practical session was conducted by Mr Niraj.

September 6, 2015: Meeting with HODs Council to discuss the preparation towards Phase Shift 2015.

September 6, 2015: Department of Computer Science Engineering faculty members participated in 3DEXPERIENCE Forum 2015 in Bangalore, in connection with EDS Technologies.

September 7, 2015: Dr. M. Ramachandra Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering participated in the Training/ FDP on “Management Capacity enhancement Programme” from September 7-11, 2015 at IIM, Bengaluru.

September 7, 2015: Sri. H. S. Gururaja Assistant Professor, Department of Information Science Engineering attended a Deep Dive Faculty Enablement Program on Mobile Application Development using Android and PhoneGap from September 7-11, 2015 conducted by Infosys India Ltd.

September 8, 2015: Sri. G. Dilip Maruthi faculty, Department of Mechanical Engineering participated in the Training/ FDP on “3D Experience Forum 2015” at Leela Palace, Bengaluru.

September 9, 2015: Colloquium by Dr. L. Udayasimha, faculty, Department of Civil Engineering on “Application of Plant Origin Materials as Coagulants”.

September 9, 2015: Presentation on ICT initiatives of BMSCE at a meeting convened by SPFU, Government of Karnataka.
September 9, 2015: Sri.M Abhishek Appaji faculty of Medical Electronics delivered a lecture on "Implementation of Virtual Lab" in National Nodal Centre Conference at Amrita University, Amritapuri, Kerala. BMSCE was awarded with Best Nodal Centre Award and Abhishek Appaji M as Best Nodal Coordinator. Abhishek owes this to the Introduction of Virtual Lab in Biology for Engineers.


September 10, 2015: Department of Mechanical Engineering organized Guest Lecture on “Social dimensions for Science and Technology”. The lecture was delivered by Prof. Subrata Ray.

September 10, 2015: PhD theses defence of Sri.Vardhaman S Mudakappanavar, faculty, Department of Mechanical Engineering. Title of the Thesis: Effect of External Parameters on the Structure and Properties Al-Si Alloys. Dr.Subrata Ray, Emeritus Professor, IITR, Roorkee was the External Examiner.
September 10, 2015: Dr. Jayanthi K Murthy, faculty, Department of Electronics Engineering attended 3 days Hands-on training on IoT organized by IISc & ERNET India from September 10-12, 2015.

September 10, 2015: Dr. J. Sharan Basavaraja, Dr. Y. S. Rammohan & Sri. K. Ramesh faculty members, Department of Mechanical Engineering participated in the Training/FDP on “Renewable Energy Technologies & its Applications” from September 10-11, 2015 at BMSIT, Bengaluru.

September 10, 2015: The Indian National Academy of Engineering (INAE) has awarded the doctoral thesis titled “Seismic Response Study of Bamboo Based Constructions” of Dr. Jagadish Vengala, a research student of Department of Civil Engineering Research Center as the best Innovative Students Project Award 2015 at Doctoral Level.

Dr. Jagadish Vengala was guided by Dr. S. Raghunath, Professor. Out of 12 competitors (10 from IITs) this thesis stood the best at all India level.

September 11, 2015: Department of Mechanical Engineering organized Guest Lecture on “Giant Strides in Technology and Science & Engineering Synergy”. The lecture was delivered by Prof. K. J. Rao, IISc, and Bengaluru.

September 11, 2015: Dr. D. P. Agarwal, Ex-Chairman of the UPSC & Chairman, EEAC, NBA visited the campus. The HODs/Deans interacted with Dr. D. P. Agarwal in a specially convened meeting.

September 11, 2015: Dr. A. Satya Nandini, Professor, Department of MBA, conducted a one day workshop on “Technical Analysis” for the MBA students of Sir MVIT.

September 11, 2015: Mr. Sridhar H. R. and Mr. Tejaswi Patil, faculty members, Department of MBA, participated in the Business Quiz competition organized by IFIM Business School, Bengaluru. They secured 2nd prize and a cash prize of Rs. 10,000.
September 12, 2015: Dr. Samita Maitra, Professor & Head, Department of Chemical Engineering received Best Teacher award in Chemical Engineering by Vijayavani the leading newspaper in the state of Karnataka. The Vijayavani National Education Leadership Awards in all India basis among 23 states in the country.

September 12, 2015: Department of Electronics & Instrumentation organized One Day Workshop on VHDL Coding Guidelines using Xilinx ISE/Wipro UTLP Kits WITH Objective as Systematic VHDL Coding FPGA Architecture Implementation on FPGA. The resource person was Mr. N. Vinay Kumar, UTC Aero Space systems.

September 12, 2015: Department of Computer Science Engineering organized a lecture on “Data Analytics Heads up”. The lecture was delivered by Mr. Venkata Dikshit, Tata Elxsi.

September 12, 2015: Training program on “Brand BMS- Achieving excellence for being future ready was organized in the Campus by BMSIT. Dr. S Nagendra and Dr. S Mahoharan were resource people for the Training Program. Dr. A. Satya Nandini attended this two days Training program.

September 12, 2015: Department of Bio-Technology organized one day In-house training (Lecture cum Practical) on “Design, Execution and analysis of experiments” in association with industry experts from Rubizon Pvt. Ltd., for fifth semester.
September 12, 2015: Department of Computer Science Engineering organized a lecture on “QA & Testing Services”. The lecture was delivered by Mr. Vinai Kumar GangiReddy, Ciber Global Solution Centre.

September 13, 2015: IUCEE Engineering Educators Programme (Pilot-II) was conducted in the Campus (Day2).

September 12, 2015: Sri. Ganesh, faculty, Department of MBA participated in a short term training program on Supply Chain Excellence in Emerging economies held at IIT Madras from September 12-16, 2015.
September 13, 2015: 2-Days Hand-on workshop on Quad Copter development by Robo Varsity organized by Prof. Harish Mekali, In-charge, Propel Lab I, BMSCE.

September 14, 2015: Department of Telecommunication Engineering organized an Expert Lecture on “Recent Trends in Communication Engineering”. The lecture was delivered by Mr. Abhay Samant, Section Manager, RF Product Marketing National Instruments, Austin, Texas.

September 14, 2015: Department of Computer Science Engineering organized Industrial Visit to ISRO, Bengaluru.

September 14, 2015: Department of Civil Engineering organized Guest Lecture on “Advances in GIS, RS and GIS is a multiutility tool”. The lecture was delivered by Dr. Narayana Panigrahi, Scientist F, Centre for Artificial Intelligence and Robotics, DRDO.

September 14, 2015: Mrs. Arathi R. Shankar & Mrs. Prerana Gupta Poddar, faculty, Department of Electronics Engineering attended Expert Lecture on Recent Trends on Communication Engg by Mr. Abhay Samant, Section Manager, RF Product Marketing, National Instruments, Austin, Texas organized by Telecommunication Department.

September 15, 2015: Department of Computer Science Engineering organized Two day Workshop on “Arduino” from September 15-16, 2015.

September 15, 2015: Department of Telecommunication Engineering organized One Day workshop on “EMBEDDED LINUX ON ZYNQ-7000 SOC USING VIVADO” under TEQIP II. The resource
person was Mr. Sam Bobrowicz, Alex Wong, Senior Technical Analyst, Digilent Inc. USA.

September 15, 2015: Department of Chemical Engineering organized Expert Lecture on “Chemical Engineering and Mitigation of Fluorosis”. The lecture was delivered by Dr. K. Kesava Rao, Professor, IISc., Bangalore.

September 15, 2015: Department of Computer Applications organized industrial visit to K. Mohan & Company (Exports) Pvt. Ltd, a Garment Manufacturer and Exporter for the benefit of III semester students.

September 15, 2015: Dr. K. Guruprasad, Dean (Mechanical) was conferred this year’s “Eminent Engineer Award” by The Institution of Engineers (India), Karnataka State Centre, Dr. Ambedkar Veedhi, Bengaluru, on the occasion of Engineers’ Day.

September 15, 2015: Department of Mechanical Engineering in association with NSS Unit of BMSCE organized Awareness Programme on “Solid Waste Management”. The lecture was delivered by Sri. Ramakanth, Expert Committee Member, Solid Waste Management, Government of Karnataka.

September 15, 2015: Meeting of IEEE.
September 15, 2015: Mrs. Archana H.R, Ms. Sanjana T, Mrs. Raha R.C. & Mrs. Harshitha, faculty, Department of Electronics Engineering attended One Day Faculty Development Programme on Embedded LINUX on ZYNQ-7000 SOC using VIVADO organized by Dept. of Telecommunication.

September 15, 2015: Dr. Samita Maitra, Professor & Head, Mrs. Srilakshmi Diddi and Mrs. N. Sirisha, faculty, Department of Chemical Engineering attended a 90 minute workshop on Project Based Learning - its implementation in Comprehensive courses addressed by Dr. Veena Kumar, University College, University of Maryland, USA.

September 16, 2015: Dr. B. V. Ravishankar, Dean, First Year (BE) & Professor, Department of Civil Engineering participated in Educational Fair – 2015 held in Indonesia from September 16-21, 2015.

September 18, 2015: Meeting with Deans & HODs Council to discuss regarding Phase Shift 2015.

September 18, 2015: Four students of Electronics Engineering participated in an Arm Student design contest on "Smart Transport Systems" in 21st International Conference on Advanced Computing and Communications (ADCOM 2015) held at IIT, Madras.

September 19, 2015: Two Day Annual Tech Symposium – Phase Shift 2015 (an inter-collegiate technical event) was organized from September 19-20, 2015 under TEQIP II. This event is a collaborative effort of all the departments of the institution, to enhance the level of technical knowledge among the student community, and ultimately strive to bridge the gap between technical corporates and students at the institutional level.
Phase Shift 2015 activities of Mechanical Engineering:

Event: Advanced Robotics Workshop

Event: Seminar - Advancements in Solar Energy and Storage Systems

Event: Glider Programme

Event: Triathlon: Iso-sketch, Metal Masters, Crash box

Head of 5-S Core Council at Ace Designers. Mr.Chander elaborated on various aspects of the subject, including 5-S, KAIZEN and achieving Excellence.

Seminar 2 - Ergonomics - The resource person was Mr.Kumaran Department of IEM:
Seminar 1 – Lean manufacturing – The resource person was Mr. Amul K Chander, PT (DGM – M/s. Bharat Electronics Limited). Mr. Kumaran spoke about various aspects of Product Design & Manufacturing and elaborated on the use of Ergonomics in these areas, as well as the various software tools used for the subject of Ergonomic
Department of Computer Science Engineering:

Event: One day workshop with Hands on session on Cyber Security

Event: One day workshop with Hands on session on Raspberry Pi

Event: Seminar on DESIGN THINKING

Event: Contest CODE MANIA

Event: Contest Techdebate

Department of Information Science Engineering:

Event: Microsoft CodeHunt. The event was a coding contest sponsored by Microsoft Research India along with their counterparts in Redmond. The participants had to discover missing code fragments with valid test cases

Event: Logo Mania 2.0 The registrants were enthusiasts about technology, gadgets, social networking, social media, companies and brands. The event comprised of three levels. Logos, Taglines, News, etc., related to computer background were considered as key filters for selection and identification of logos
Event: Department of ISE organized the Machine Learning Workshop in association with Tyco International. The introduction to machine learning was provided by Mr. Gopi Subramanian, Data Science Professional. Dr. Surajit Borah, Scientist, continued the session with applications and neural network concepts. The advantages of machine learning in biology, health and academic research were elucidated by Mr. Michael Stewart, Data Scientist.

Event: Logic Bomb - The timed event consisted of three levels, easy, medium and hard. There were 60 participants who were given access to IDE on a running clock to solve the coding problem. The event tested the time management skills of participants and their ability to determine smart solutions.

Department of Telecommunication Engineering:

Event: Workshop on UTLP

Event: Essay and debate on Role of Engineer belonging to Electrical Cluster to the Society

Event: Workshop on LabVIEW and Elvis

Department of Electronics & Instrumentation:

Intel conducted the event anadigix on Intel Galileo Arduino Board. The speaker for the event was Mr. Sainath from Intel. The students were given problem statement and asked to design an algorithm and solve it. The algorithm was then converted to code using Arduino IDE.
A driver CKT was built on a Bread board using LED’s, LDR’s & resistors. The code was loaded on to the board and the CKT was implemented. The evaluator’s was done based on Algorithm design, code, implementation, output and repealarity.

Departmental Stall:

Department of Medical Electronics:

Event 1: Criminal Case 2.0:
The event consisted of 4 rounds. The first round was a paper & pen questionnaire where the teams had to solve 15 riddles related to crimes in 30 minutes. 17 teams moved on to the next round that tested their observation skills. A picture was handed to every team where they were to find and mark the 12 items listed within 30 seconds. 7 teams qualified for the next round. In the third round, the teams were asked to prioritize the victims of an earthquake according to the injuries endured by them so as to offer treatment as per the order within 2 minutes and 30 seconds. 5 teams moved on to the final round where every team was given a crime scene where they had to find the murderer, justify the motive and list out the clues found in the scene. The teams were given 20 minutes in the final round.

Event 2: Fast or Furious?

It was a technical competition held in two rounds: First round- The first task assigned to all the teams was to solve a picture puzzle called photo-scramble to obtain the circuit diagram of the setup. Final round: The remaining teams were provided with a source code which had syntax and semantic errors. Their task was to debug the code and compile.
the code without any errors. The teams which successfully debugged the program were given the hardware wherein the participants were supposed to complete the circuit and get a desired output i.e., the temperature of the surrounding environment.

Vision Controlled Robotics: The workshop started with basics of microcontrollers (ATMEGA 8) and MATLAB. Various ideas were given to students for designing their own robots with software background support. Mr. Gupta made sure that every student attending the workshop must be clear with the basic concepts, he hence explained the circuit diagram of the IC, pins, ports and functions and how to write the code and burn it into the IC. Students were taught about AVR Studio which is a microcontroller based software used especially for designing robots.

Each team was given a kit to work on. They were taught to design line follower, edge detector robot etc. using the laptop’s webcam as the camera. It was a good learning experience for the students. Mr. Gupta inspired students to work on further projects. At the end of the workshop there was a competition in which 3 teams were sent for the annual robotic fest in IIT, Delhi.

Wireless Sensor Networking: Mr. Khare, the director R&D at Mitel spoke about security of wireless sensor networking using Cryptography. He spoke about the Internet of Things. His talk was centred at IoT devices like Beagalone, RaspberryPi and Arduino. Because of the use of innovative flowcharts and block diagrams, the students understood the concepts better.

Apart from teaching the students about Wireless sensor networking, he gave the students ideas for using the knowledge they gained in potential projects.

Rise to the Zenith: Mr. P Pavan Kumar Reddy, the Corporate Sales Manager of the Jayanagar branch of Manhattan Review, was the featured speaker, inspiring students to chase their dreams and make the right decisions regarding their careers. The talk was about the exams GRE, GMAT and TOEFL. He spoke about how and when to
write these exams, and how to train oneself in order to obtain high scores. Mr. Reddy discussed which of these exams helped in applying to some universities in particular and also conversed about the procedures involved in applying for admissions in foreign universities. Any doubts regarding the commencement of the academic years, fees, housing and when to approach the universities were clarified.

Department of Chemical Engineering:

Department of Chemical Engineering conducted workshop in association with CoreEl Technologies Pvt Limited, for 2 days on ANSYS CFD for 5th and 7th Semester students to provide an insight about using of Ansys software for geometry build up, creating a unit cell by meshing and different post processing steps in Ansys. There were several other activities going on simultaneously like Pictionary, Investigate the Disaster, Crackalytic and ChemSlam in which students from interdisciplinary departments have participated.

Department of Bio-Technology:

Event: Bio race

Event: Bio-Mimicry

Event: Bio entertainment Quiz

Department of MBA:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Rounds</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biz Quiz</td>
<td>1. Are you an Omniscient-- Well Let's see</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Strange! But true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. What the Luck!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Aptitude test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Group discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Cases study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>4. Overnight assignment presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Press conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Stress interview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Print Ad's</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Poster Making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad Making</td>
<td>3. Video making (Overnight assignment)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sponsorship: The events of MBA were sponsored by 4 Companies.

1. Impartus innovations Pvt Ltd. Sponsored Rs. 10,000 towards the events and Rs. 3000 Prize Money towards the leadership Event.
2. Gate Academy sponsored Rs. 20,000 toward the events and a 50% discount in their course fees for the winners of all events in the PHASE SHIFT 2015.
3. Axiom sponsored Rs. 10,000 towards the events.
4. Stock Market Institute sponsored Rs. 3000, towards the prize money of BIZ Quiz winners and 2 Vouchers worth Rs. 2000 for the runners of the event.

Departmental Stall: MBA department also exhibited its key competencies in the department stall. Also student achievements and past activities of the Department were showcased in the stall.

Department of Computer Application:
- Tech Whiz
- Seminar-Cognos Technology
- DB Hunt
- IBM-Bluemix
- APP-World
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- Code Jam
- SAP- BIZFIX
- Web Art

September 19, 2015: Department of Electronics & Instrumentation organized DOMINOES, as the name suggest, it’s a technical event based on the Dominoes effect. Participants were asked to build a Rubs Goldberg machine out of the various kind of materials given to them. The setup of the machine has to be made to do an end task of hoisting a flag which has been given to them. Total 24 teams were registered for the event.

Department of Mathematics:

Displayed the following models in the stall of Mathematics department: i) The Brachistochrone problem ii) The Dijsktra’s Algorithm iii) The Konigsberg bridge problem & a poster on Vedic Mathematics.

September 20, 2015: Department of Electronics & Instrumentation in association with Entuple technologies organized a workshop on “Altium Nanoboard to implement image processing applications like displaying simile and mickey mouse, filtering techniques”
September 20, 2015: Department of Bio-Technology organized a Workshop on “Advanced Bio-analytical Techniques”

September 21, 2015: First Semester Classes of MBA/MCA – 2015-16 batch was inaugurated. The Dr. J. Crasta & Mr. Narayan Raghavan were the chief guests

September 21, 2015: The DRDO has sanctioned Rs.9.00 lakhs for R&D Project titled “Design and Implementation of Wireless Energy harvesting sensor system with integrated data acquisition and communication system for gas turbine engine application”. Investigators are: Dr. C. Lakshminarayana, Professor, Dept. of EE, Dr. G. Giridhar, Professor, Dept. of ME, Smt. G. Poornima, Associate Professor, Dept. of EC and Md. Shaheriaz, PhD Research Scholar

September 21, 2015: Department of Computer Applications released Departmental newsletter/magazine STRIDE. The Guest of Honors were Dr. J Crasta and Mr. Narayan Raghavan

September 21, 2015: Department of Computer Science Engineering organized Industrial Visit to Infosys, Bengaluru
September 21, 2015: Department of Computer Science Engineering organized One Week Workshop on “Digital Image Processing using MATLAB” (Hands-on Session) from September 21-26, 2015

September 21, 2015: Department of MBA organized a Guest Lecture on “How to choose your Internship Title?”. The lecture was delivered by Mrs. Vertika Varma, Assistant Professor, Christ University

September 22, 2015: A team of experts from Wipro visited UTLP Lab, Department of Telecommunication Engineering and interacted with faculty and students about the activities on project based learning using UTLP. The team was headed by Mr. Veerappaji, Manager, Wipro Technologies, Bengaluru.

September 22, 2015: Department of Information Science Engineering organized a seminar on “Mobile Application Development”. The talk was delivered by Sri.Lohith G.N, Microsoft Valued Professional, Telerek, Bengaluru.

September 22, 2015: Department of Civil Engineering organized Industrial Visit to TK Hally Water works near Malavalli for V semester students under TEQIP II

September 22, 2015: Mrs.Lalitha S. & Mrs.Radha R.C., faculty, Department of Electronics Engineering attended Seminar on Signal Processing, Communications and Computer Vision System Design using MATLAB and Simulink organized by MathWorks

September 23, 2015: Department of Computer Science Engineering organized a lecture on “Career Guidance”. The lecture was delivered by Mr.Mehta

September 23, 2015: Department of Chemical Engineering Students of 5th Semester Mr.Shubham Shripavanav, Mr. Avinash, Ms. Halak Mehta, Ms. Priyanka and Mr. Abhishekh Raj participated in Climate Change Quiz competition conducted by Divecha Center for Climate Change, Indian Institute of Science, Bengaluru.

September 23, 2015: Mr.Anand P. & Mr.Bharat M. Kambalur, students of VII Semester won II Prize in Climate Change Quiz 2015 Competition conducted by Divecha Centre for Climate Change, Indian Institute of Science, Bengaluru.
September 23, 2015: Dr. L. Ravikumar and Dr. Vinod C. Aralimatti, Professors, Department of Mechanical Engineering participated in the Training/FDP on “ICT Initiatives” at Karnataka State Higher Education Council, Conference Hall, Bengaluru.

September 23, 2015: Dr. S. John Manohar and Dr. S. Manoharan, faculty members, Department of MBA, conducted a one day workshop on “Research Methodology” for the 3rd semester MBA students of Sri Channabasaveshwara Institute of Technology, Gubbi.

September 24, 2015: Department of Mechanical Engineering organized PhD theses defence of Sri P. Mahadeva Swamy, faculty, Department of Mechanical Engineering.

Title of Thesis: “Optimization of Vibratory flap for vibration control of isotropic plates”
Guide: Dr. B. S. Suresh, Professor, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering, BMSCE.

September 24, 2015: The students of MBA celebrated Teachers Day with much fanfare and enthusiasm. The students welcomed all the teachers with an invocation song followed by a small speech by the Dean Management. There were few games organized for the faculty followed by cake cutting. All the students and faculty cherished the moments spent and ended the program with Hi-Tea.

September 24, 2015: Innovation and Entrepreneurship is taking center stage in Indian economic development. In view of this two alumni of the Department of Computer Applications (2002-2005) batch Mr. Alok Chaurasia and Mr. Sunil Singh have started their own venture Soft Galaxy Services Pvt. Ltd. in Bangalore.

These alumni have come forward to offer internship to our students. In this connection, the Department of Computer Applications organized a talk titled "Applied Technology & Industry Expectations Vs You" for current 5th Semester students.
September 24, 2015: Department of Computer Applications organized a lecture on “Applied Technology & Industry Expectations Vs you” for 5th Semester students. The lecture was delivered by Mr.Alok Chaurasia and Mr.Sunil Singh, Founders of Soft Galaxy Services Pvt. Ltd., and alumni of BMSCE – MCA 2002-2005 batch.

September 24, 2015: Department of Medical Electronics / Computer Science / Information Science signed an MOU with Ellipsonic Pte Ltd., Singapore

September 24, 2015: Department of Computer Science Engineering faculty members had discussions on Consultancy Project with Mr.Mahesh, Ellipsonic Pte Ltd.

September 25, 2015: Department of Civil Engineering organized Guest Lecture on “Guest Lecture on” Applications of GIS for engineering activities”. The lecture was delivered by Sri.S.Adiga former Director ISRO, presently Director RSI SOFTECH.

September 26, 2015: Dr.D.N.Sujatha, Professor & Head, Department of Computer Applications attended IEEE Bangalore SmartTech Workshop 2015 at Hotel Lalit Ashok, Bengaluru.

September 26, 2015: Dr.L.Ravikumar, Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering participated in the Training/FDP on “Leadership Development Programme” from September 26 – October 2, 2015 at National University, Singapore and IIM, Raipur.

September 27, 2015: Dr.K.Mallikharjuna Babu, Principal, Dr H N Suma, Professor & Head, Department of Medical Electronics and Sri.Abhishek Appaji, Assistant Professor, Department of Medical Electronics, visited KIIT University, Bhubaneshwar to defend shortlisted Proposal under DST-FIST Level-0 for PG Teaching & Research.

September 28, 2015: Meeting with HODs Council to discuss regarding Birthday Celebrations of Bharat Ratna Dr.S.Radha Krishnan (Teacher’s Day) and Bharat Ratna Sir M.Visvesvaraya (Engineer’s Day) on 30.09.2015.

September 28, 2015: Department of Chemical Engineering released newsletter “Chemical Potential” Issue No 4 where its thrust area is water, precious chemical for life. Population growth, rapid urbanization and industrialization were imposing growing demands and pressures on water. The rising
water paucity is the lack of sufficient available water resources to meet the demands of water usage within a region. Water scarcity involves water stress, water shortage or deficits and water crisis.

September 28, 2015: Department of Mechanical Engineering organized Guest Lecture on “Modern Food Habit – Disaster to Mankind; Siridhanya-a way out”. The lecture was delivered by Dr.Khadar, Food Scientist.

September 28, 2015: Department of Computer Applications organized a lecture on “IT Industry Perspective & Expectations on MCA students”. The lecture was delivered by alumni of BMSCE – Department of Computer Applications Mr. Viveka K., Technical Lead, HGST, Inc, US, Tata Consultancy Services as part of orientation for I Semester MCA students.

September 29, 2015: Department of Computer Science Engineering welcomed its juniors to the Department by conducting its Annual Interaction Day InSync 2015 a InSync is a much awaited event of the Student Team, Protocol and serves as the basis for cutting the turf between the freshers, seniors, and the Protocol Board to be precise.

September 29, 2015: NSS Team Organized a Motivational Talk by Eminent and Renowned Orator Chakravarti Sulibele on occasion of NSS Day.
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September 29, 2015: QEEE Meeting

September 30, 2015: Department of Electronics & Instrumentation organized a workshop on “Virtual Laboratory Demonstration”

September 30, 2015: Birthday Celebrations of Bharat Ratna Dr. S. Radha Krishnan (Teacher's Day) and Bharat Ratna Sir M. Visvesvaraya (Engineer's Day) was organized in the Campus
September 30, 2015: Students of III Semester MCA participated in the technical fest Techkshetra – 2015, BMSIT:

Counter Strike 1.6 - I Place: [Mr.Goutham N, Mr.Nishchal K P & Mr.Nishanth N];
Counter Strike 1.6 - Semi Finals: [Mr.Venkatesh Kumar R, Mr.Santhosh G, & Mr.Harish Raghav];
Counter Strike 1.6 - League Stage: [Mr.Vanshi Krishna R N, Mr.Karthik Sanu, & Mr.Santhosh Kumar K S] and Brain Jam - Semi Finals: [Mr.Kotresh Shirol & Mr.Sandesh J]

September 30, 2015: Dr.Sakey Shamu, Professor, Department of Civil Engineering published a paper titled “A Critical Study on the influence of steel fiber on performance of fresh and hard self-compacting concrete”

September 30, 2015: Dr.Maya Naik, Professor, Department of Civil Engineering published a paper titled “Evaluation of Ambient air quality status of Bangalore city using GIS”


September 30, 2015: Department of Chemical Engineering organized an industrial visit to Hikal Limited, Bengaluru for 3rd Semester students

Yakshagana Performance by Sri. Shashiraj, Assistant Professor, Department of Mechanical Engineering at various places during September 2015
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Sports Activities: September 1, 2015:
BMSCE MEN secured 4th place in the M.S.Ramaiah memorial inter engineering colleges cricket tournament 2015-2016

September 7, 2015: VTU Table Tennis Tournament - Central Zone & VTU Championship 2015-16 was organized at CMRIT & AIT, Chikmagalur - Women’s Team were Runners

September 7, 2015: VTU Table Tennis Tournament - Bangalore Zone - Women’s Team were placed II and the Men’s Team reached Semi-Final round.

September 19, 2015: VTU Yoga competition organized by GIT, Belagavi - BMSCE Yoga Women team were VTU Championship 2015-16

September 19, 2015: BMSCE winners in the BES Inter collegiate Basket Ball Tournament held at BES grounds

September 23, 2015: VTU intercollegiate Swimming competition organized by BMSCE. BMSCE Women Team were the Champions